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Abstract

The MSSM candidates arising from the heterotic MiniLandscape feature a very
constrained supersymmetry breaking pattern. This includes a fully predictable
gaugino mass pattern, which is compressed compared to the CMSSM, and an in-
verted sfermion hierarchy due to distinct geometric localisation, featuring stops as
light as 1 TeV. The observed Higgs mass sets a lower bound mg̃ > 1.2 TeV on the
gluino mass. The electroweak fine-tuning is reduced by a UV relation between the
scalar mass of the two heavy families and the gluino mass. While large parts of the
favoured parameter space escape detection at the LHC, the prospects to test the
MiniLandscape models with future dark matter searches are very promising.
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1 Introduction

In the context of heterotic orbifold compactifications a large class of MSSM models has
been constructed, known as the MiniLandscape [1]. In this MiniLandscape supersym-
metry is broken by a mixture of moduli mediation and anomaly mediation, referred to
as Mirage scheme [2, 3]. As discussed in [4], the moduli mediated contribution to scalar
masses depends on the localisation of matter fields in the extra dimensions. There are
two distinct classes of matter fields, namely matter fields arising in the untwisted sector
and fields in twisted sectors. The Higgs fields and the top quark arise in the untwisted
sector whereas the other fields generally arise in the twisted sector. The top quark is
located in the untwisted sector to generate a large top quark Yukawa coupling. This
results in soft scalar masses for untwisted fields that are suppressed compared to scalar
masses for twisted fields, a UV realisation of the scheme known as natural SUSY.

Furthermore, the breaking to the Standard Model gauge group by turning on appro-
priate Wilson lines fixes the rank of the hidden sector gaugino condensate. In a significant
fraction (more than 70 percent) of MiniLandscape models it leads to a gravitino mass in
the multi-TeV range, i.e. low-energy SUSY is realised without additional fine-tuning of
the gravitino mass [5]. This breaking also fixes the ratio between anomaly mediated and
moduli mediated supersymmetry breaking, leading to a clear phenomenological relation
between gravitino and gaugino masses, allowing a prediction for the ratio among the
gaugino masses.
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The resulting pattern of soft-masses has only very few parameters, the gravitino mass
m3/2 (within the multi-TeV range), the twisted and untwisted sector scalar masses m1

and m3 (which should satisfy m1 � m3) as well as the µ and Bµ terms. A special field
theoretical engineering of the MSSM twisted sector fields could in principle decouple
their mass from the gravitino mass, but we restrict ourselves to the case m1 ≤ m3/2, i.e.
no enhancement compared to the scale of supersymmetry breaking.

Given the recent experimental results on supersymmetry [6, 7] and in particular the
Higgs results [8], the goal of this paper is to identify the distinct phenomenological
features of this constrained model which can be tested by current LHC and dark matter
experiments. In particular we identify the following properties:

• Depending on the rank of the condensing hidden sector gauge group, the ratio
among the gaugino masses is fixed to be

(mB̃ : mW̃ : mg̃) = (1 : 1.3 : 2.6) or (1 : 1.4 : 2.9) . (1)

• A Higgs mass mh = 125 − 126 GeV limits the possible gravitino mass to m3/2 >
15 TeV. This translates into a lower bound on the gluino mass which is given by
1.2 TeV.1

• Parts of the parameter space lead to a realisation of suppressed third generation
squark masses, in particular the stops can be as light as ∼ 1 TeV, while m1 is of
order m3/2. In this range a sufficiently large Higgs mass can be realised through
large stop mixing which is generated radiatively similar as in [9].

• Dark matter can be a bino-like or a higgsino-like neutralino where the correct
relic density can be obtained by stop coannihilations (bino case) or non-thermal
production (higgsino-case). The composition of the lightest neutralino is influenced
by the geometric location of τR in the twisted or untwisted sector. In particular
we find the lightest neutralino to be higgsino-like mostly in models with τR in the
untwisted sector and bino-like for models with τR in the twisted sector.

A light higgsino for models with τR in the untwisted sector, arises due to the UV relation
between the masses of the gauginos and the scalars of the twisted sector. This relation
results in a significant cancellation among radiative contributions to the soft mass of the
up-type Higgs mHu . This, in terms, leads to a suppressed |µ| (higgsino mass) which is
related to mHu through electroweak symmetry breaking conditions. Intriguingly, a direct
consequence of this effect is a reduced electroweak fine-tuning.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. We first review the UV structure of
SUSY breaking in the heterotic MiniLandscape, highlighting the relation between the
constraints on hidden sector gaugino condensation and the appearing suppression of soft
masses (section 2), i.e. fix the relation between gravitino and gaugino masses. In section 3
we then analyse the phenomenological properties of this class in detail before concluding
in section 4.

1This bound can in principle be lowered depending on the theoretical uncertainty for the Higgs mass.
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2 UV SUSY breaking in the MiniLandscape

In models of the heterotic MiniLandscape SUSY is broken in the process of moduli stabil-
isation, leading to a scenario with mixed moduli and anomaly mediated SUSY breaking.
In [3] it was shown that given a supersymmetric stabilisation of Kähler and complex struc-
ture moduli, a mirage pattern of suppressed gaugino masses and A-parameters compared
to the gravitino mass (originally found in the context of type IIB KKLT compactifica-
tions [2]) also arises in models of the heterotic MiniLandscape. This mirage pattern for
the gaugino masses is augmented by distinct scalar masses for MSSM matter fields aris-
ing from the twisted and untwisted sector [4]. In particular the geometric localization
of the third generation can lead to a UV realization of the bottom-up scheme known as
natural SUSY. Here we would like to discuss briefly how the suppression of the gauginos
is fixed in this UV scheme and then shortly summarize the soft-mass pattern with its
free parameters.

2.1 The SUSY breaking scales in Mirage mediation

The suppression of gaugino masses (and A-parameters) is determined in the UV scheme
as follows (see [2] for the corresponding discussion in the type IIB KKLT setup). After
stabilising the Kähler and complex structure moduli supersymmetrically [10], we are left
with an effective four-dimensional theory for the yet unfixed dilaton S, which should be
of the following form to achieve a de Sitter stabilisation of the dilaton

K = − log (S + S̄) +Kup(X, X̄) , (2)
W = C + Pe−bS +Wup(X) , (3)

where P and C denote constants, b is linked to the rank of the condensing hidden sector
gauge group (for SU(N): b = 8π2/N), and Kup(X, X̄) and Wup(X) specify the Kähler
and superpotential of the hidden sector matter uplifting sector. For an explicit example
of such an uplifting sector along with more details on the appearance/construction of
the dS minimum we refer the reader to appendix A. The gravitino mass is set by the
gaugino condensate

m3/2 =
|W |√

2s
=
√

2Pbe−bs0s0 =
16π2 P

N
e−

16π2

N , (4)

where we used in the last step that the dilaton is stabilised at s0 = 2 which is required
to correctly reproduce the value of the unified gauge coupling at the high scale. Assum-
ing P to be O(1), the rank of the gaugino condensate sets the overall scale of the soft
parameters. As discussed in [5], the models in the MiniLandscape (more than 70 per-
cent) feature a hidden sector gaugino condensate with rank N = 4, 5 and hence lead to
realisation of low-energy supersymmetry without any additional fine-tuning.

In this approach to moduli stabilisation, supersymmetry is predominantly broken by
the hidden uplifting sector FX 6= 0 and the dilaton F-term FS is only non-vanishing at
sub-leading order. Explicitly one finds

FX '
√

3m3/2 = 2
√

3Pbe−2b , (5)

FS = eK/2KSSDSW ' 6Pe−2b =
3m3/2

b
. (6)
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2.2 The scales of soft-masses in the MiniLandscape

Gaugino masses: This difference in the F-terms becomes important when looking at
the soft scalar masses, in particular at the gaugino masses and A-terms which are not
generated by FX but by FS. For instance, the moduli mediated gaugino masses are found
to be

Ma =
FS
2s0

=
3m3/2

2bs0
. (7)

The suppression of the gaugino masses with respect to the gravitino mass is usually
parametrised by %, which is defined by

% :=
16π2

m3/2

FS
2s0

=
12π2

b
=

3N

2
, (8)

where we have used in the last step that the hidden gauge group is SU(N). For N = 4, 5
one then immediately fixes % = 6, 7.5.

Scalar Masses: The moduli mediated contributions to the scalar masses are determined
by the coupling of the matter fields Qi to the hidden sector uplifting-field X in the Kähler
potential, which can be parametrised as follows

Kmatter = QαQα

[
1 + ξαX X +O(|X|4)

]
, (9)

where ξα denotes the effective modular weight of the matter field. As in the type IIB
case, the resulting moduli mediated scalar masses are typically not loop-suppressed [11]
and are given by

m2
α = m2

3/2(1− 3ξα) . (10)

As discussed in [4] the modular weights ξα need to be distinguished for twisted and
un-twisted matter fields. Typically we find the Higgses, tR, Q3 in the untwisted sector
and in part of the models also τR. So we distinguish two scenarios depending on whether
τR is in the twisted or untwisted sector. The modular weight of fields in the untwisted
sector is denoted by ξ3 and their moduli mediated mass by m3. The other matter fields
are in the twisted sector with modular weight ξ1 and moduli mediated mass m1.

Untwisted sector
Scenario 1 Hu,d, Q3, tR
Scenario 2 Hu,d, Q3, tR, τR

Table 1: The geometric localisation of MSSM fields in the untwisted and twisted sector. The MSSM
fields not listed are located in the twisted sector. The modular weight for fields in the twisted sector is
ξ1 and for untwisted sector fields ξ3.

We expect ξ3 to be close to the no-scale value of 1/3 resulting in almost vanishing
soft scalar masses, whereas ξ1 is arbitrary. Note, however, that large negative values of ξ1
would lead to soft-scalar masses for the twisted fields that are not related to the gravitino
mass. Although theoretically not excluded, we shall exclude this possibility at this stage
as this would require a non-minimal UV construction to achieve such values for ξ1 which
is beyond the scope of this article.
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Due to the suppression of tree-level moduli mediated contributions, anomaly me-
diated contributions become important, leading to a mixture of moduli and anomaly
mediated soft-masses, referred to as the mirage scheme. As presented for example in [4],
the soft-masses including the anomaly-mediated contributions can be summarised as
follows:

Ma =
m3/2

16π2

[
%+ ba g

2
a

]
, (11)

Aαβδ =
m3/2

16π2
[−%+ (γα + γβ + γδ)] , (12)

m2
α =

m2
3/2

(16π2)2
[
%2ξα − γ̇α + 2%

(
S + S

)
∂Sγα + (1− 3ξα)(16π2)2

]
, (13)

where γi denote the standard anomalous dimensions as present in anomaly mediated
supersymmetry breaking (for a detailed explanation of the notation see [12] and in par-
ticular appendix A therein).

2.3 Summary of UV parameters

As discussed previously, the value of % is fixed to % = 6, 7.5 depending on whether the
hidden sector gauge group is SU(4) or SU(5). The modular weights for the twisted fields ξ1
are a priori undetermined due to the missing UV understanding of their Kähler potential.
However, the largest mass available for supersymmetry breaking masses is typically the
gravitino mass and this equips us in turn with a lower limit for ξ1, i.e. ξ1 > 0. In contrast,
ξ3 for the untwisted fields is expected to be close to the no-scale value ξ3 = 1/3 as argued
in [4]. In the following, we discuss different values of ξ1,3 in terms of their respective moduli
mediated scalar masses m1,3. As the value of ξ1 determines the exact ratio between the
gaugino mass and soft scalar masses, the value can become important for reducing the
amount of fine-tuning in a given model. Of the remaining free parameters, Bµ can be
traded against tan β, the ratio of the Higgs vacuum expectation values, while |µ| can
be fixed at the low scale by requiring proper electroweak symmetry breaking. Note that
within the MiniLandscape models, a weak scale µ-term can emerge from an underlying
approximate R-symmetry [13].

3 Low-energy phenomenology from the heterotic Mini-
Landscape

In this section, we study the phenomenological implications of the MiniLandscape mod-
els with the soft terms and parameters introduced in the previous section. As already
mentioned, we distinguish two phenomenological scenarios, depending on whether τR is
located in the twisted (scenario 1) or the untwisted sector (scenario 2).

For both scenarios we have calculated the low energy mass spectra with the modified
version of Softsusy 3.2.4 [14] described in [9] which avoids a code problem occurring
for light stops. Electroweak precision observables as well as the thermal relic density
and the direct detection cross section of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) were
determined with MicrOMEGAs 2.4.5 [15]. In order to illustrate the main properties of the
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models, we provide parameter scans in figure 1, where we apply various phenomenological
constraints. The resulting superpartner mass spectra and other relevant observables for
three benchmark points as indicated in figure 1 are shown in table 2. Based on the
scans we will describe the most important properties of the MiniLandscape models in
the remainder of this section.

BP1a BP1b BP2
Gravitino

m3/2 [TeV] 34 50 33
Higgs sector

mh [GeV] 125.1 125.4 125.0
mH [TeV] 9.55 6.60 2.55
ma [TeV] 9.55 6.60 2.55

Neutralinos
mχ̃1

[TeV] 0.941 1.586 0.493
mχ̃2

[TeV] 0.959 2.17 0.503
mχ̃3

[TeV] 1.08 3.78 1.02
mχ̃4

[TeV] 1.51 3.78 1.43
gaugino fraction χ1 7.7% 99.97% 0.9%
higgsino fraction χ1 92.3% 0.03% 99.1%

Charginos
mχ̃+

1
[TeV] 0.95 2.17 0.498

mχ̃+
2
[TeV] 1.51 3.78 1.43

Gluino
mg̃ [TeV] 3.12 4.42 2.99

Sfermions 3rd generation
mt̃1

[TeV] 6.22 1.591 0.95
mt̃2

[TeV] 7.53 4.80 1.51
mb̃1

[TeV] 7.53 1.591 1.47
mb̃2

[TeV] 16.9 24.7 16.5
mτ̃1 [TeV] 16.6 24.3 2.90
mτ̃2 [TeV] 17.1 25.2 16.5

Sfermions 1st and 2nd generation
m [TeV] ∼ 17 ∼ 25 ∼ 17

Dark matter
ΩLSP,thermal h

2 0.1 0.1 0.03
σn [cm2] 1.4 · 10−44 < 10−50 2.6 · 10−45

Electroweak observables
Br(b→ sγ) 3.3 · 10−4 3.2 · 10−4 2.9 · 10−4

Br(Bs → µµ) 3.1 · 10−9 3.1 · 10−9 3.1 · 10−9

Higgs decays (normalised to SM)
h→ γγ 1.0 1.0 1.01
h→ gg 1.0 1.0 0.98

Table 2: The mass spectrum, electroweak observables, LSP thermal relic density and direct detection
cross section for the three benchmark points indicated in figure 1.

3.1 The superpartner spectrum

In both scenarios, the sfermions of the twisted sector become very heavy from an LHC
perspective. Their natural mass scale is the gravitino mass which typically takes values
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Figure 1: Parameter scans for scenario 1 with τR in the twisted sector (upper panel) and scenario 2 with
τR in the untwisted sector (lower panel). We have set m1 = 0.5m3/2, % = 7.5, tanβ = 10 and sgnµ = +.
Contours for gluino and stop mass are depicted together with various phenomenological constraints as
described in the box above. In table 2 we provide the mass spectra and relevant observables for the
three benchmark points indicated in the scans.
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m3/2 > 10 TeV in the models under consideration (see section 3.4). The sfermions of
the untwisted sector are expected to be significantly lighter due to their localization
properties. But note that this is also a phenomenological requirement as electroweak
symmetry breaking is absent for too large values of m3 (yellow regions in figure 1).

On the other hand, the hierarchy between the untwisted and twisted sector sfermions
cannot be too large. This is because the heavy scalars of the twisted sector enter the
renormalisation group equations (RGEs) of mQ̃3

and mt̃R
at the two-loop level. More

specifically, heavy twisted sector sfermions tend to reduce the stop masses through the
RGE running. If the hierarchy gets too large, the lighter stop becomes the LSP (orange
regions in figure 1) or even tachyonic (blue regions).

Since the soft third-generation sfermion masses are non-universal in the heterotic
MiniLandscape, the heavy twisted sector sfermions may enter the RGEs of Q̃3 and t̃R
also at the one-loop level through the combination:

SY = m2
Hu −m

2
Hd

+
3∑
i=1

[m2
Q̃i
− 2m2

Ũi
+m2

D̃i
−m2

L̃i
+m2

Ẽi
] . (14)

The value of SY is the main source of phenomenological differences between the two
scenarios. For τR in the untwisted sector (scenario 2) SY vanishes and does not affect the
low-energy spectrum. As a result, for heavy enough twisted sector sfermions both stops
can be relatively light and strongly mixed (see section 3.2 and [9]). On the other hand,
for τR in the twisted sector (scenario 1) SY = m2

1−m2
3 at the high scale; so it is typically

positive and very large since generically m1 ∼ O(m3/2)� m3. The contribution from SY
to the electroweak scale soft scalar masses is determined by the hypercharge assignment
and is approximately given by

m2
i = −0.05YiSY , (15)

where Yi is the hypercharge of the sfermion i. In particular, SY gives a positive con-
tribution to m2

Ũ
' 0.035SY and compensates the negative two-loop effect, (m2

Ũ
)2-loop '

−0.02m2
1. The contribution to m2

Q̃
' −0.008SY is negative and relatively small. In conse-

quence, in scenario 1 only one stop can be light and the left-right stop mixing is smaller
than in scenario 2. This can be seen in the benchmark point BP1b in table 2 where t̃1
becomes relatively light through the RGE effects, while t̃2 stays heavy. Moreover, since
mQ̃ is significantly smaller than mŨ at the electroweak scale, the lighter stop is mostly
left-handed, in contrast to conventional models such as the CMSSM, in which mŨ < mQ̃

typically holds. For scenario 2, both stops may become light as in the benchmark scenario
BP2.

Another consequence of a large and positive SY in scenario 1 typically is a heavy
higgsino which follows from the fact that SY gives a large negative contribution to the
electroweak scale value ofm2

Hu
' −0.025SY and µ2 ' −m2

Hu
from the condition of proper

electroweak symmetry breaking. Therefore the LSP is typically a bino-like neutralino in
scenario 1 (cf. benchmark point BP1b). However, there is some parameter space close to
the “No EWSB” region where the higgsino gets light due to accidental cancellations in
the RGE of mHu , which can be seen in the benchmark point BP1a. In scenario 2, the µ
parameter is suppressed due to the vanishing SY and due to generic cancellations in the
RGE of mHu which we shall discuss in more detail in the context of reduced fine-tuning
in section 3.6. As a result, the LSP is typically an almost pure higgsino in scenario 2 (cf.
benchmark point BP2).
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3.2 The Higgs sector

In MSSM models, a Higgs mass of mh ' 126 GeV as measured by ATLAS and CMS [8],
can only be accommodated in the presence of large loop corrections to mh. Applying the
decoupling limit on the MSSM Higgs bosons and assuming tan β � 1, one finds [16]

mh 'M2
Z +

3 g22 m
4
t

8π2m2
W

[
log

(
m2
t̃

m2
t

)
+
A2
t

m2
t̃

(
1− A2

t

12m2
t̃

)]
, (16)

where we included the dominant one-loop contributions from the top/stop sector and
introduced mt̃ =

√
mt̃1

mt̃2
. A sufficiently large mh requires either heavy stops (mt̃ �

1TeV) or sizeable stop mixing. For a given stop mass, mh is maximized for |At| =
√

6mt̃.
In the MiniLandscape models, there exists the interesting possibility to generate

large stop mixing through RGE effects (see also [9] for more details on stop-mixing). As
discussed previously, the RGE running of stops is affected by the heavy twisted sector
sfermions. With increasing hierarchy in the scalar sector,mt̃ is reduced, while the trilinear
coupling At is insensitive to the choice of m1 (see left panel of figure 2). Therefore, the
stop mixing grows with increasing m1. The corresponding effect on the Higgs mass is
shown on the right panel of figure 2. The Higgs mass gets larger until a maximum is
reached at |At| '

√
6mt̃. Beyond this so-called “maximum-mixing” case, the Higgs mass

decreases again.
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Figure 2: Stop mass mt̃ =
√
mt̃1

mt̃2
and top trilinear coupling At (left panel) as well as the Higgs mass

mh (right panel) as a function of the twisted sector sfermion mass m1. We have fixed m3/2 = 35 TeV,
m3 = 3 TeV, % = 7.5, tanβ = 10, sgnµ = + and assumed that τR resides in the untwisted sector
(scenario 2).

In the scans in figure 1, we have marked the parameter space consistent with the ob-
served Higgs mass (mh = 125−126GeV) in green. The light green region becomes viable
if we include an additional theoretical uncertainty of 3GeV on the calculation of the Higgs
mass. The RGE effects on the stop masses, which we just discussed, show up for light
stop masses. This can be seen by the fact that the Higgs mass grows towards the region
where the stop becomes the LSP. The effects are more pronounced in scenario 2 where
τR resides in the untwisted sector. The reason is, that in scenario 1 only the left-handed
stop gets light through the RGE effects due to the non-zero SY -parameter, i.e. maximal
stop mixing cannot be reached (see section 3.1). In the regime with relatively large m3,
which is only accessible in scenario 1, the effects of stop mixing become negligible as
mt̃ � |At| and the Higgs mass simply increases with growing mt̃.
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Turning to the decay properties of the light Higgs h in models of the MiniLandscape,
we find them to be very similar to the Standard Model. This is because the decoupling
limit on the Higgs sector generically applies where the couplings of h are Standard
Model-like. However, in the presence of light stops, the radiative decays h → γγ, gg
may get affected by the interference of the stop loop with the relevant Standard Model
processes [17]. For large left-right stop-mixing, the stop loop enters the amplitude with
the same sign as the W loop (which dominates the decay to photons), but with opposite
sign as the top loop (which dominates the decay to gluons). Therefore, light stops tend
to enhance Br(h → γγ), but reduce Br(h → gg). The latter also suppresses the Higgs
production through gluon fusion. The Higgs production is more affected by the stop
loops than Br(h→ γγ) so the γγ production rate, σ(pp→ h)× Br(h→ γγ), is reduced
as compared to the SM prediction.

We have determined the branching fractions Br(h → γγ, gg) including the SUSY
contributions from the stop sector as given e.g. in [18]. We find them to be very close
to the corresponding SM branching fractions in the parameter regions which satisfy the
phenomenological constraints and are consistent with the Higgs mass bounds. In the
benchmark scenarios of table 2, the deviation is at the percent level for BP2, while it
is totally negligible for BP1a and BP1b. Only in the region which is already excluded
either by a stop LSP or a too light mh, the branching fractions Br(h → γγ, gg) may
deviate by more than ten percent from the Standard Model values.

3.3 Mirage pattern in the gaugino sector

The gaugino pattern in the MiniLandscape models is fully predictable and markedly
different from standard schemes like the CMSSM. As discussed in section 2.2, the gaugino
masses Ma receive comparable contributions from modulus and anomaly mediation, the
latter being non-universal among the Ma. As the splitting of the gaugino masses at the
high scale is fixed by the same β-function coefficients which determine their RGE running,
the gaugino masses unify at an intermediate so-called “mirage scale”. At the low scale,
the gaugino hierarchy in the MiniLandscape models is the same as in the CMSSM (bino
lightest, gluino heaviest), but their spectrum is considerably compressed. Up to two-loop
corrections, the pattern is completely fixed by the parameter % which determines the
relative size of modulus and anomaly mediated contributions to the gaugino masses. As
discussed in section 2, % can take the discrete values % = 6 and % = 7.5 depending on
whether the hidden sector gauge group is a SU(4) or a SU(5). Therefore, we obtain a
prediction for the physical gaugino mass pattern in the MiniLandscape models which is
compared to the CMSSM in table 3. Note that the compressed gaugino spectrum has
important implications for SUSY searches at the LHC as discussed e.g. in [19].

Model mB̃ : mW̃ : mg̃

MiniLandscape (% = 6) 1 : 1.3 : 2.6
(% = 7.5) 1 : 1.4 : 2.9

CMSSM 1 : 1.9 : 5.3

Table 3: Gaugino mass pattern in mirage mediation for the two realistic choices of %. For comparison
the pattern in the CMSSM is also shown.
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3.4 Lower limit on the gravitino and gluino mass

As can be seen for example in figure 1, the measured Higgs mass sets a lower bound on
the gravitino mass. This can easily be understood as the gravitino sets the overall scale
of the soft terms which enter the loop contribution to mh. In order to determine the limit
on the gravitino mass we have chosen the remaining free parameters (m3, m1, tan β, %)
within the theoretical limits as described in section 2.3 such that for a given Higgs mass
the gravitino mass is minimised.

For example, an increase in the twisted sector scalar masses m1 compared to the
gravitino mass generally speaking leads to lower m3/2 consistent with the observed Higgs
mass. If we now require mh > 125 GeV, we obtain the limit

m3/2 > 15 TeV (17)

which is saturated for scenario 1 with τR in the twisted sector (in scenario 2 the con-
straint is even stronger). Note that such large gravitino masses are desirable from a
cosmological perspective as the gravitino would decay before primordial nucleosynthesis,
thus considerably ameliorating the gravitino problem [20].

This bound on the gravitino mass can be directly translated into a lower limit on
the gluino mass which reads

mg̃ > 1.2 TeV . (18)

The above bound incidentally coincides with the recent lower bound on the gluino mass
from the ATLAS search for gluino pair production in final states with multiple b-jets [7]
which was found at mg̃ ' 1.2 TeV for our ratio of gluino to LSP mass mχ̃1 . 0.4mg̃

(cf. table 3). Even though this limit was set under the assumption of a simple gluino
decay chain, g̃ → tt̄χ̃1 or g̃ → bb̄χ̃1, we expect a rather similar bound2 in the heterotic
MiniLandscape scenario since typically the gluino decays via off-shell stops to tt̄ pairs
associated by (not necessarily the lightest) neutralino or to bt̄ (or b̄t) and a chargino so
that the final states are rich in b-jets. Although the lower bound (18) is very close to
the current experimental lower gluino mass limit, large fractions of the parameter space
favour a gluino mass in the multi TeV range, i.e. in particular above the energy accessible
at the LHC (see e.g. [21] for the gluino mass reach of the LHC). Note, however, that the
constraints on m3/2 and mg̃ get weaker if we take into account the theoretical uncertainty
of the Higgs mass calculation by the spectrum calculator. For instance, if we allow for
a Higgs mass mh = 122 GeV (corresponding to a theoretical uncertainty of 3 GeV), we
find the limit m3/2 > 7.5TeV which implies mg̃ > 600GeV. However this would be below
the current LHC search limits for gluinos.

3.5 Flavour constraints

Flavour constraints on the MiniLandscape models mainly arise from the decay b→ s γ.
The present experimental value of the branching fraction [22]

Br(b→ s γ) = (3.55± 0.24± 0.09) · 10−4 (19)
2The exact limit may be slightly weaker than in the simplified model because the gluino usually does

not decay directly to the LSP.
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is consistent with the Standard Model expectation BrSM(b→ s γ) = (3.2±0.2)·10−4 [23].
Large SUSY contributions to b → s γ may be generated through charged Higgs or
chargino/squark loops. In the MiniLandscape models, mainly the chargino/stop con-
tribution is relevant as these fields are relatively light in some part of the parameter
space (while the charged Higgs bosons are typically heavy). This is very similar as in
the inverted hierarchy models discussed in [9]. We have used MicrOMEGAs 2.4.5 [15] to
calculate Br(b → s γ) for the MiniLandscape models, the corresponding exclusions on
the parameter space are shown in figure 1. As it is difficult to estimate the theoretical
uncertainty of the calculation by MicrOMEGAs, we have chosen a rather conservative
interval of 3σ around the experimental central value to obtain the bound. As can be
seen in figure 1, a small region of parameter space which otherwise would be viable is
indeed excluded by the b→ s γ constraint. The higgsino-like chargino is typically lighter
in scenario 2 (τR in the untwisted sector) and, correspondingly, the exclusion is stronger
for this case. Note that the SUSY contribution to b → s γ grows with increasing tan β,
and that it would flip sign for a negative choice of µ.

We have verified that within the MiniLandscape models, the SUSY effects on Bs →
µµ are negligible unless for very large tan β. In addition, the anomalous magnetic moment
of the muon is not affected due to the sleptons being heavy.

3.6 Reduced fine-tuning

The absence of SUSY signals at the LHC as well as the rather large mass of the Higgs
boson mh ' 126 GeV seem to prefer the superpartner mass scale to be considerably
above the weak scale. On the other hand, heavy superpartners threaten the naturalness
of supersymmetric theories as the mass of the Z boson is connected to the scale of the
soft terms. Any splitting between the electroweak scale and the scale of the soft terms
requires fine-tuning; this is the so-called little hierarchy problem of the MSSM.

The little hierarchy problem can considerably be ameliorated within the models from
the heterotic MiniLandscape, which we would like to specify in the following. As discussed
in section 3.2, the hierarchy in the scalar sector may induce large stop mixing through the
RGE running. The effect is especially strong in scenario 2 (τR in the untwisted sector),
where a Higgs mass mh ∼ 126GeV can still be realised with both stops at around 1TeV.
In this scenario there exists a mechanism to reduce the fine-tuning even further. To
illustrate this, it is instructive to express M2

Z in terms of the high scale parameters. For
scenario 2, we find (for tan β = 10)

M2
Z ' 2.8M2

3 − 0.4M2
2 − 0.7AtM3 + 0.2A2

t − 0.1m2
3 − 0.01m2

1 − 2µ2 . (20)

The fine-tuning can then be defined as the sensitivity of MZ with respect to a certain
high scale parameter.

One might think that the fine-tuning is always dominated by the gluino due to the
large coefficient in front ofM3. Note, however, that the twisted sector sfermions are much
heavier than the other superpartners in the considered scheme. Their contribution toMZ

is therefore non-negligible despite the small coefficient in front of m1. In addition, M3

and m1 are related as they both depend on the gravitino mass (cf. equation (11))

M3 =
m3/2

16 π2
(%− 1.5) , m1 =

√
1− 3 ξ1 m3/2 . (21)
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As the parameter % may only take the discrete values 6 or 7.5 (depending on the hidden
sector gauge group), it can easily be verified that, especially for % = 7.5, there arise
strong cancellations between the gluino and sfermion contributions to MZ . In this case
the fine-tuning is considerably reduced. The most favourable situation is achieved for a
small, but non-zero ξ1 which constitutes the best compromise between a low fine-tuning
with respect tom3/2 and a low fine-tuning with respect to ξ1. Note that such cancellations
do not arise if τR resides in the twisted sector (scenario 1) as in this case MZ receives
an additional contribution ∼ 0.05m2

1 due to the non-zero SY parameter (see section 3.1).
Therefore, in the MiniLandscape models, the fine-tuning is generically lower if τR is in
the untwisted sector.

3.7 Dark matter

Thermal production In scenario 1 with τR in the twisted sector, the higgsino is
typically quite heavy and, consequently, we obtain a mostly bino LSP in wide regions
of parameter space. As there exists no bino-bino-gauge boson vertex at tree-level, its
annihilation cross section is suppressed. Therefore, we encounter thermal overproduction
of dark matter in most of the parameter space shown in the upper panel of figure 1.
However there are two exceptions:

• If the stop becomes light through RGE running, stop coannihilations may suppress
the bino abundance. Indeed, there is a very thin stripe at the border of the stop
LSP region where the thermal LSP density is equal or less than the dark matter
density. The benchmark point BP1b in table 2 is chosen from this region.

• On the other hand, the individual contributions in the RGE of mHu may cancel
accidentally in which case the higgsino gets lighter. In the upper panel of figure 1,
a light higgsino occurs close to the region where electroweak symmetry breaking is
absent. For a sufficient higgsino fraction, the LSP abundance again (under)matches
the dark matter abundance (cf. benchmark point BP1a).

In scenario 2 with τR in the untwisted sector, the LSP is typically a higgsino with a small
bino and wino admixture. In the early universe the higgsinos undergo very efficient anni-
hilations into gauge bosons and third generation quarks. Their effective cross section is
further enhanced by coannihilation processes including the charged higgsinos. Therefore,
the thermal higgsino density ΩLSP,thermal is generically suppressed. In the lower panel of
figure 1 we thus find ΩLSP,thermal < ΩDM, where ΩDM h2 ' 0.1 is the dark matter density
(cf. benchmark point BP2). This holds except for a tiny region at low m3/2 where the
LSP contains a considerable bino fraction.

Non-thermal production and dilution As in any locally supersymmetric theory,
the energy content of the universe may be affected by the presence of moduli fields. We
assume that the matter field which dominantly breaks supersymmetry decouples from
the low-energy theory (in the toy model presented in appendix A, X receives a large
mass through the effective (XX̄)2 term in the Kähler potential, see also [24]). Therefore,
we merely have to deal with the dynamics of the dilaton. In the early universe, the
latter gets displaced from its zero temperature minimum by inflation [25] and by finite
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temperature effects during the reheating phase [26]. The dilaton amplitude at reheating
δsRH due to thermal effects can be approximated as

δsRH ∼
T 4
R

m2
sMP

, (22)

where TR denotes the reheating temperature, ms the dilaton mass and MP the Planck
mass. The amplitude induced by inflation depends on the details of the inflationary
model.3 Subsequent to reheating, the dilaton undergoes coherent oscillations. The cor-
responding energy density decreases as a−3 where a is the scale factor of the universe.
Especially, it redshifts slower than radiation and may contribute significantly to, or even
dominate the energy content of the universe at late times. By its decay, the dilaton
produces Standard Model fields and superpartners, the latter cascading to neutralino
LSPs. Therefore, we are left with a non-thermal contribution to the dark matter density.
Depending on the dilaton mass and energy density (prior to decay), the so-produced
neutralino LSPs may considerably reduce their abundance through annihilations if the
corresponding cross section is large enough.

If we assume that the dilaton density never dominates the energy content of the
universe, and that neutralino annihilation after dilaton decay is negligible, the non-
thermal neutralino relic density can be estimated as

ΩLSP,non-thermal ∼
mχ S0

3H2
0 M

2
P

ms (δsRH)2

T 3
R

, (23)

where mχ denotes the mass of the neutralino LSP, S0 ' 2900 cm−3 the present entropy
density and H0 = 71 km s−1/Mpc the Hubble parameter. The total dark matter den-
sity then simply reads ΩLSP = ΩLSP,thermal + ΩLSP,non-thermal. Given a dilaton mass of
O(1000 TeV) and considering only the thermal effects (cf. equation (22)) ΩLSP,non-thermal

is in the range of the dark matter density for TR ∼ 108 − 109 GeV.
If the dilaton dominates the energy content at its decay, it dilutes the thermal dark

matter abundance. However, this scenario typically suffers from the overproduction of
non-thermal dark matter and/or from a moduli induced gravitino problem [28].

The settings with τR in the untwisted sector typically come with a higgsino LSP,
i.e. ΩLSP,thermal < ΩDM. Non-thermal higgsinos may easily account for the remaining
fraction of the dark matter. The class of models with τR in the twisted sector, which
typically have a bino LSP, suffer from thermal overproduction of dark matter unless in
the small parameter regions with stop coannihilations or bino/higgsino mixing. In the
remaining parameter space, a consistent picture with bino dark matter arises only if the
thermal abundance is sufficiently diluted by modulus decay. In turn, this causes problems
associated with the regeneration of binos and gravitinos (see above). Nevertheless, we
should not completely exclude this possibility as these follow-up problems may be solved
through minimal extensions of the hidden sector [29].

Direct detection In the following, we will consider the constraints which arise from
direct dark matter detection. In the considered models, the scattering of the lightest

3Note that, assuming the mechanism of dilaton stabilization we employ here, strong constraints on
the model of inflation arise from the requirement that the dilaton does not get destabilised during the
inflationary phase (see e.g. [27]).
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neutralino off nucleons is typically dominated by the exchange of the light Higgs. The
corresponding cross section can be written as4

σn '
4m4

n

π
f 2
q

(
fnu + fnd + fns +

6

27
fnG

)2

. (24)

Here fnu , fnd , fns and fnG specify the up-, down-, strange-quark and gluon contribution
to the nucleon mass mn.5 The effective neutralino quark coupling divided by the quark
mass reads

fq =
ghχ1χ1√
2 vEW

1

m2
h

, (25)

with vEW being the Higgs vacuum expectation value and the neutralino-Higgs coupling
ghχ1χ1 can be taken from [32] for instance. Important for us is that ghχ1χ1 vanishes in
the limit of a pure gaugino or higgsino LSP, while it becomes large for a strongly mixed
state. Therefore, we expect strong direct detection signals, whenever the mass splitting
between gauginos and higgsinos is small.

We have systematically calculated σn with MicrOMEGAs which automatically takes
into account further sub-dominant contributions to σn arising e.g. from squark exchange
in the s-channel. On these results for the cross sections, we applied the constraints from
the XENON100 direct dark matter search [33]. The corresponding exclusions on the
parameter space of the considered models are indicated in figure 1. Note that in order to
apply the constraints, we have assumed that the neutralino LSPs make up the total dark
matter density (ΩLSP = ΩDM), irrespective whether they have to be produced thermally
or non-thermally. In case the neutralinos only account for a sub-dominant fraction of the
dark matter, the constraints would become correspondingly weaker.

In scenario 2 with τR in the untwisted sector, σn is generically sizeable. The LSP is
dominantly higgsino, but through the non-negligible bino and wino admixture the cross
section with nucleons is enhanced as described above. The region with m3/2 ≤ 20 TeV
where the gauginos are rather light, is already excluded by the latest XENON100 search.
The entire parameter space shown in the lower panel of figure 1 is in reach of the next
generation direct detection experiments like XENON1T.

If τR resides in the twisted sector (scenario 1), the cross section σn is typically sup-
pressed. Only close to the region were electroweak symmetry breaking is absent, the hig-
gsino becomes sufficiently light to induce a sizeable gaugino-higgsino mixing, increasing
σn. In the upper panel of figure 1, a large part of the region where the thermal neutralino
abundance matches the dark matter abundance is therefore excluded by XENON100. In
the remaining parameter space, the higgsino becomes rather heavy and decouples. Espe-
cially, in the region with bino stop coannihilations, the cross section σn is so small that
it is not even in reach for the next generation direct detection experiments.

Indirect detection Dark matter annihilations in the galactic halo or within dense
substructures give rise to cosmic rays which can potentially be observed in the vicinity

4We neglect the small differences between the masses of the neutron and proton.
5Note that the quantity fns is subject to large experimental uncertainties. In order not to overestimate

the direct detection constraints, we made the rather conservative choice fns = 0.13 consistent with [30].
Larger values of fns were suggested by [31].
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of the earth. As the measured fluxes of antiprotons and gamma rays are consistent with
astrophysical backgrounds, limits on the dark matter annihilation cross section can be
set (see e.g. [34, 35]). Most relevant for the MiniLandscape models are the constraints
from the search for gamma rays from dwarf spheroidal galaxies performed by the Fermi-
LAT collaboration [35]. These are applied in figure 1 and determine the Fermi-LAT
excluded region (cyan). Scenarios with light higgsinos are excluded as they yield strong
annihilations intoW and Z boson pairs which induce a too large flux of photons. However,
only the models with τR in the untwisted sector (scenario 2) have a light higgsino and are
constrained by Fermi.6 Note also that for the exclusion to hold, we have assumed that the
entire dark matter is in the form of the lightest neutralino which requires non-thermal
production.

4 Conclusions

The MiniLandcape models of heterotic orbifold compactifications give rise to a very
predictive MSSM soft mass pattern. In particular, the interplay between supersymmetry
breaking and dilaton stabilisation fixes the ratio of the gaugino masses and their relation
to the gravitino mass. In the scalar sector, the distinction between bulk fields (untwisted
sector) and localised fields (twisted sector) induces an inverted hierarchy, a scheme also
known as natural SUSY. The sfermions of the first two generations as well as L̃3 and b̃R
receive masses in the multi-TeV range, all of which are well beyond the LHC reach. The
stops and Higgs fields as well as – depending on the construction – τ̃R remain lighter.

Experimental constraints considerably restrict the heterotic MSSM models. Espe-
cially we find that, in order to accommodate the observed Higgs mass, a gluino with
mg̃ > 1.2 TeV is required. In most of the viable parameter space the gluino is substan-
tially heavier than the lower bound, implying that the gluino may not be accessible at
the LHC. Despite the heavy gluino, the electroweak fine-tuning can be ameliorated as
there tend to be cancellations in the RGE of mHu between the contributions of the gluino
and the sfermions of the two heavy families.

In some part of the parameter space the stops are as light as ∼ 1 TeV, where a
sufficiently large Higgs mass follows from strong stop mixing. This mixing is generated
by a two-loop RGE effect which is driven by the heavy twisted sector sfermions and
enhances At relative to the stop soft masses. Upcoming dedicated stop and sbottom
searches by ATLAS and CMS will potentially allow to test this particular corner of the
parameter space.

The composition of the neutralino LSP depends strongly on the localisation proper-
ties of τR. We typically find a higgsino-like LSP in the models with τR in the untwisted
sector and a bino-like LSP in the models with τR in the twisted sector. We have shown
that for a higgsino LSP the correct dark matter density can be obtained non-thermally
by dilaton decay, while in the bino case it can be produced thermally through stop coan-
nihilations. Still, a large fraction of the parameter space with a bino LSP is disfavoured
by thermal overproduction unless one allows for very special cosmological histories.

6In scenario 1 there is an extremely thin band of parameter space with a light higgsino which is
excluded by Fermi at the border of the “No EWSB” region (yellow). We do not show this in figure 1 to
avoid clutter.
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If the neutralino LSP accounts for the observed dark matter, the direct detection
cross section is generically large enough to be probed by the next generation direct
detection experiments for the models with τR in the untwisted sector, while those with
τR in the twisted sector would partially escape detection.
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A Determining % in heterotic orbifold compactifica-
tions

Let us review in this appendix the scheme of moduli stabilisation for the heterotic orbifold
compactifications in some detail, discussing an explicit example for a hidden matter
sector that can be used for uplifting. Here we are interested in a setup that stabilises
complex structure and Kähler moduli supersymmetrically, leaving only the dilaton S
unstabilised. The superpotential and leading order Kähler potential dependence of the
dilaton are given by

K = − log (S + S̄) , (26)
W = Pe−bS , (27)

where the coefficient b in the exponent is determined by the rank of the gauge group
inducing the hidden sector gaugino condensate; for SU(N) b is given by b = 8π2/N. To
obtain the correct gauge coupling at the unification scale, we need to stabilise the dilaton
at s0 ' 2 . The potential around this desired minimum is given by the typical run-away
potential for the dilaton (also shown in figure 3 on the left panel)

V = 2P 2b2se−2bs , (28)

where s is the real part of the dilaton. Note that we are in the limit bs � 1 for any
reasonable value of the hidden sector gauge group.

To stabilise the dilaton, it is sufficient to include a constant contribution to the
superpotential as the flux contribution in the type IIB context

W = C + Pe−bS . (29)

Such a hierarchically small constant can appear in the presence of approximate R-
symmetries as discussed in [13]. This allows to construct a supersymmetric minimum
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Figure 3: Run-away potential using the parameters N = 4 and P = 1 in equation (28) (left
panel). The AdS potential for N = 4 and P = 1 with C adjusted using the relation from
equation (30) (right panel).

as in the type IIB framework of KKLT [36] by demanding a supersymmetric stabilisa-
tion of the dilaton DSW = 0, leading to the following condition

−Pe−bs(1 + 2bs) = C . (30)

Numerically this requires a hierarchically small constant C ' 5.72 × 10−16 for A = 1
and N = 4 to obtain a minimum at s = 2. Applying this relation for C for any value
of s leads to an AdS minimum (as shown in figure 3 in the right panel) with a vacuum
energy

V0 = −3|W |2

2s
= −3|C + Pe−2b|2

4
= −3|Pbs|2e−2bs . (31)

The gravitino mass is given by

m3/2 =
|W |√

2s
=
√

2Pbe−bs0s0 = 2Pbe−2b . (32)

To uplift the vacuum energy a positive contribution to the potential of the following type
needs to be added

Vup =
r

(2s)m
, (33)

where m depends on the choice of the uplifting mechanism and

r = (2s0)
m|V0| . (34)

Depending on m the minimum is slightly shifted through uplifting. This shift in s, de-
noted by ∆s, can be determined by looking at the vanishing of the first derivative of the
potential to be given by

∆s =
3ms0

−1 + bs0 + 2b2s20 − 3m(1 + 2bs0)
. (35)

We are interested in the case s0 = 2 and m = 1 for which the shift in s becomes7

∆s = − 3

2 + 5b− 4b2
' 3

4b2
. (36)

7In KKLT constructions the uplifting usually scales as m = 3 and hence leads to

∆τ ' 9

2b2τ
,

where τ represents the real part of the Kähler modulus T that is stabilised by non-perturbative effects.
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Given this potential for the dilaton, one can in principle use various mechanisms to
uplift the vacuum energy with F-terms or D-terms as discussed in the type IIB context.
In realistic models from heterotic orbifold compactifications such a hidden sector for
uplifting needs to be generated, but this is beyond the scope of this article and we restrict
ourselves to a field theoretical toy-model at this stage. Here we discuss the example of a
quantum corrected O’Raifeartaigh model as in [37], which allows for a minimum near the
origin of the additional matter field X. Such a matter construction with a minimum near
the origin is desired as it guarantees the absence (respectively suppresses hierarchically)
off-diagonal entries in the Kähler metric between the uplifting sector and the dilaton. If
such an off-diagonal coupling is not sufficiently suppressed, additional contributions to
the potential are generated and the original stabilisation procedure is changed. We take
the following potential for the additional field X

WX = −µ2X , KX = XX̄ − (XX̄)2

Λ2
. (37)

We are interested in the limit (more justification on this limit can be found in [37])

µ2,Λ2 � 1 . (38)

Near x ' 0 and using the above relations for the coefficients, the potential is approxi-
mated by

VX = µ4

(
1 +

x2

Λ2

)
. (39)

The potential clearly has a positive minimum around x ' 0 and hence can be used as
an uplifting potential for the dilaton field.

Let us now discuss this combined potential of X and S

K = − log (S + S̄) +XX̄ − (XX̄)2

Λ2
, (40)

W = C + Pe−bS − µ2X . (41)

The imaginary parts are stabilised as before at zero, given that C is negative which we
assume from now on, otherwise the phases adjust such that this situation applies (see [37]
for more details). Focusing on the real parts, the potential can be written as

V = |FS|2 + |FX |2 − 3m2
3/2 , (42)

where the gravitino mass is the one from equation (32). To cancel the vacuum energy µ
is adjusted such that

FX =
µ2

2
'
√

3m3/2 = 2
√

3Pbe−2b , (43)

where the approximation is due to the slight shift in X and S and the resulting shift in
their F-terms. Due to the small shift in s, its F-term is no longer vanishing and we find
to leading order

FS = eK/2KSSDSW ' 6Pe−2b =
3m3/2

b
. (44)

Given this structure in the F-terms on finds, as discussed in section 2.2, various phe-
nomenologically interesting properties of the soft-masses, such as for example the sup-
pression of the gaugino masses compared to the scalar masses.
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